
 

FUTURELIGHT DJ-Scan 300
DJ scanner with rotating gobos and 3-facet prism

Art. No.: 51839265
GTIN: 4026397324464

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397324464

Weight: 15,35 kg

Length: 0.62 m

Width: 0.31 m

Heigth: 0.22 m

Description:

On the road again!
That you can purchase with a FUTURELIGHT-Scanner a device which is equipped with
different filters, diverse gobo wheels, a strobe or a rainbow effect, actually goes without saying.
However there are various gadgets, which should live up to the different expectations. Our DJ-
Scan 300 serves a very specific crowd. With its solid metal casing and its quite compact form it
is just perfect for road action and therefore the interest is directed toward those who are looking
for an efficient and reliable partner on the move. Hereby one did not skimp on features and the
DJ-Scan 300 has a lot more to offer compared to similar effects which weren't born for the road.

Features:

- Strobe effect with adjustable speed via shutter
- DMX-controlled operation or stand-alone operation with Master/Slave function
- With 3-facet prism rotating in both directions and at different speeds
- Sound-controlled via built-in microphone
- Control board with LCD-display and encoder for adjusting the DMX-starting address, Pan/Tilt-

Reverse

- Motorized focus
- Blackout-socket
- For MSD/HSD 250 or MSD 250/2 lamp 
- DMX control via every standard DMX controller
- Gobo wheel with rotating gobos
- Color wheel with 6 dichroic filters plus open and UV filter<BR>Rainbow effect with adjustable

speed in both directions

- Gobo wheel with rotating gobos, 7 gobos and open<BR>gobos changeable
- Control via Sound to light via Microphone
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 540 W

Flash rate: 1 - 10 Hz

Equipment: Gobo wheel with rotating gobos

Color generation: Color wheel with 6 dichroic filters plus open and
UV filter

 Rainbow effect with adjustable speed in both
directions

Gobos: Gobo wheel with rotating gobos, 7 gobos and
open

 Outside diameter 27mm

 Image diameter 23mm

 Gobos changeable

DMX channels: 8

Control: Sound to light via Microphone

Dimensions: Width: 53 cm

 Depth: 29 cm

 Height: 28 cm

Weight: 14,15 kg

DMX channels: 8

DMX connection: 3-pin XLR

Sound-control: via built-in microphone

Flash-rate: 10 Hz

Number of colors: 6 dichroic, UV-filter + white

Number of gobos: 7 rotating gobos and open

Outside diameter of the gobos: 27 mm

Image diameter of the gobos: 23 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H): 530 x 290 x 280 mm

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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